Reference List Examples in APA Format

Book (one, two, 3-7, and 8+ authors)

Author Name(s). (Year of publication). Title of work in sentence case and italicized: Capital letter after a colon. City, ST: Publisher.


Electronic books from online library, including LUO e-textbooks


Electronic book/ebook (if the book was read or acquired through an online library (e.g., Cengage, Google Books, ebrary, NetLibrary) and not on an e-reader device, omit the bracketed information from the reference and include the URL for the library homepage as in prior reference)


Parel, A. B. (Year). A is for apple [Kindle version]. doi:xxxxx

Chapter in an edited book


**Article in a periodical**

Author, A. A., Author, B. B., & Author, C. C. (Year). Title of article in sentence case and not italicized. Title of Periodical in Title Case and Italicized, volume number(issue number), pages. doi


**Article from an online periodical**


**Resource with a corporate author who is also the publisher** (use the word Author in place of the publisher’s name)

Author. (Year). Name of resource. City, ST: Author.


**Class lecture video available on iTunes U**


**Class lecture video not available on iTunes U** (Note that iTunes U provided the details for a second author in the prior example that was not evidence in the class lecture)

**YouTube video**

Screen name. (year, month day). Title of video [Video file]. Retrieved from http://xxxxx


**Two resources by the same author in different years; oldest first**


**Two resources by the same author in the same year**

Double, C. (2008a). *This is arranged alphabetically by the name of the title*. Banks, MN: Peters.


**Student’s previously-submitted class paper cited in future class when permitted**

(Note Liberty University's policy forbidding self-plagiarism. Brief excerpts from prior papers may be cite in future papers, with the professor's advance permission)


**Website**

